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Thank you to this year’s Sponsors!

Office of Cultural & Academic Transitions
Council of Racial & Ethnic Students (CORES)
Associated Students of Michigan State University (ASMSU)

A special thank you to MSU Career Service Network for their help with spartans.easyvirtualfair.com

What is OCAT?

The Office of Cultural and Academic Transitions (OCAT) constructs supportive cultural, social and educational communities that actively involve students in learning. OCAT supports individual students in their navigation of cross-cultural encounters, and in their own understanding, exploration and development of cultural identity. Student-to-student interaction is the key to benefiting from diversity, and OCAT strives to bring together individuals as well as groups of students from diverse racial, ethnic, international, and domestic backgrounds for meaningful interactions. In part, OCAT accomplishes this mission by building critical alliances with peoples, programs, and ideas throughout the university. Additionally, OCAT helps students to better understand themselves and others through cultural, social, and academic activities.

The Office of Cultural & Academic Transitions is a department within MSU’s Division of Student Affairs and Services.
What is Spartan Remix?

Spartan Remix is MSU’s Annual Multicultural Welcome Festival that takes place each fall on the Thursday after Labor Day. This unique event is a celebration of art, music, and culture where diverse communities come together in celebration, education and pride of their communities. The Office of Cultural & Academic Transitions coordinates the event with a diverse group of students who volunteer to be part of the Spartan Remix Planning Committee.

Join this year’s virtual event on Thursday, September 10th, first, by interacting with MSU’s multicultural student organizations and campus resources from (6:00PM—7:30PM through spartans.easyvirtualfair.com featuring a LIVE CHATS portion. Then, stay tuned for a LIVE-Streamed Show from (7:30PM—9:00PM) featuring sounds by CJ the Gifted, performances and special guest appearances. The LIVE-streamed show will be aired on ZOOM and live-streamed to Facebook.

For more information visit www.oct@msu.edu. Email ocat@msu.edu or spartanremixofmsu@gmail.com with questions.

“Envision 2020: The Future We Create”

“Envision 2020: The Future We Create: is a theme inspired by the perception of 2020 as the year of radical change. As we indulge in these changes, we seek to amplify the voices of different communities who have been silenced in our society. Given recent events and experiences, Spartan Remix 2020 wants to demonstrate that although we come from various backgrounds, together, we can form a picture of unity. As a space that celebrates culturally diverse ideas of multiple racial and ethnic backgrounds, whether that be through art, music, dance, and more, we pronounce this event as an outlet to restore hope and inclusion for our MSU community. This is the year for our voices to be remembered by future generations!
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Multicultural Student Organizations & Campus Resources

Interact with MSU’s multicultural student organizations and campus resources from (6:00PM-7:30PM) through spartans.easyvirtualfair.com featuring a LIVE CHATS portion.

NOTE: Organization booths will be available through Midnight on Sunday, September 13th. However, Live Chats will ONLY take place on September 10th from 6:00-7:30PM.

SPARTAN REMIX 2020

- African American Celebratory
- African Student Union
- Albanian American Student Organization
- ALJ Pre-Pharmacy Organization for Minority Students
- alpha Kappa Delta Phi
- Alpha Phi Gamma
- Arab Cultural Society (ACS)
- Asian Christian InteRVarsity
- Asian Pacific American Student Organization
- Aspiring Black Women Doctors
- Associated Students of Michigan State University
- Big Sister Little Sister Mentoring Program
- Black Girl Fitness
- Black Girls Unite
- Black Media Entertainment
- Black Students’ Alliance
- Black Undergraduate Law Association
- Chaos Dance Company
- Chinese Student Coalition
- Coalition of Indian Undergraduate Students
- CTRL+T
- Culturas de Las Razas Unidas
- Curfriends
- Daughters of The Collective (DOC)
- Delta Lambda Phi Social Fraternity
- Delta Sigma Pi
- Delta Tau Lambda Sorority, Inc.
- Dream Team
dreMUS
- Epsilon Epsilon Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
- F.A.M.I.L.Y. (Forget About Me I Love You)
- First Love Fellowship
- Fostering Our Futures
- Gamma Omega Chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Inc.
- Golden Key International Honor Society
- Graphic Novels Club
- Her Campus Michigan State
- International Students Association
- Japanese American Student Association (JASA)
- Kappa Delta Chi Sorority, Inc.
- Korean Student Association
- Lambda Theta Alpha Latin Sorority, Incorporated
- Lambda theta phi
- Lebanese Student Association (LSA)
- LUX Media
- Minority Association of Pre-Medical Students
- Mixed MSU
- MOSAIC
- Mosaic InteRVarsity Christian Fellowship
- MSU Career Services Network
- MSU Japan Club
- MSU MANRRS
- MSU Multicultural Building
- MSU National Association for Black Journalist (NABJ)
- MSU Spanish Club
- MSU Swara
- MSU Vietnamese Student Association
- Multicultural Business Students
- Multicultural Women’s Group
- Muslim Students Association
- My Spartan Story
- NAISO
- National Association of Black Accountants
- Native American & Hispanic Business Students
- Neighborhood Student Success Collaborative
- Office for Inclusion and Inter-cultural Initiatives
- Office of Undergraduate Research and Creative Activity
- Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
- Pad the Mitten
- Phi Iota Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
- Pi Alpha Phi
- Pilipino-American Student Society
- Refugee Outreach Collective
- Residence Halls Association
- Rising Black Man
- Royal Dance Movement
- Sexual Assault Crisis Intervention Team
- Sigma Lambda Beta International Fraternity Inc.
- Sigma Lambda Gamma National Sorority Incorporated- Theta Alpha Chapter
- Sikh Student Association
- Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers
- South Asian Awareness Network
- Spartan Aerospace Medicine
- Spartan Support Network
- Spartan Sur
- Successful Black Women of MSU
- The Marketing Association
- The W.E.B. DuBois Society
- Truth Seekers Campus Ministry
- Undergraduate International Indian Student Association
- Urban Dreams
- Vietnamese Culture Union
- Wharton Center Student Marketing Organization
- Women In Business Students’ Association
- Women of Distinction
- Women’s Student Services

Visit with these multicultural student organizations and campus resources during Spartan Remix!

Where: Log in to spartans.easyvirtualfair.com

What: LIVE Chats w/orgs.*

When: Thursday, Sept. 10th

Time: (6:00PM—7:30PM)

*Pages will be available on spartans.easyvirtualfair.com website through midnight, Sunday, September 13th.

But LIVE CHATS are ONLY available on Thursday, Sept. 10th (6:00-7:30PM)

SECOND STOP

Join us on Facebook for a Live-streamed Spartan Remix Performance Show (7:30PM—9:00PM) *Featuring Sounds by CJTHEGIFTED

Email questions to spartanremixofmsu@gmail.com

Thank you to our sponsors:
Office of Cultural & Academic Transitions
Associated Students of Michigan State University
Council of Racial & Ethnic Students
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PERFORMANCE LINE UP:

PASS DANCE CREW
JAY PRIME
ALE ALVAREZ-PAINES
SACRAMENTO KNOXX
MALAHNI
JAHZ
CTRL+A
AND MORE!

FEATURING SOUNDS BY CJTHEGIFTED

SPARTAN REMIX WILL BE LIVE-STREAMED TO FACEBOOK
Thursday, September 10th (7:30PM-9:00PM)

Make sure to visit MSU’s Multicultural Orgs. and campus resources between 6:00PM—7:30PM at:
spartans.easyvirtualfair.com
PASS DANCE CREW

Pilipino American Student Society is a club that is centered around creating a supportive and active community of students all while incorporating Pilipino culture and heritage! PASS places precedence on role modeling, cultural enlightenment, academic excellence, community leadership, and development of our younger members. PASS also has a big/little program as well as our PASS Dance Crew! Our big/little program known as AKA (Ate Kuya Ading) Program helps our younger members really get the family feel that PASS strives to deliver. You don’t have to be Pilipino to join our familia! Everyone is welcome! Isang familia, isang mahal (One family, one love).

VIRTUAL SPARTAN REMIX 2020
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10TH

www.ocat.msu.edu

JAY PRÎME

Minnesota native Jay Prîme emerges with distinct remorseless energy and lyrical versatility. Using music as a catalyst, he offers a perspective from his world that blends the sounds of generational artists making him a definite up and coming artist to watch.
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ALE ALVAREZ-PAINES

Ale is a recent graduate of MSU with a Bachelor's degree in Arts and Humanities. She has always had a love for helping those in need and performing. Over the years she's found a way to do both, using her art as a means to promote healing and self-love while entertaining the masses. But the fun doesn't stop there. As an unapologetic Afro-Latina, she never shies away from expressing her culture and finding ways to indulge in others. Always spreading peace, love, and light. Her hope is to spark something within you that makes a positive change.
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SACRAMENTO KNOXX

Sacramento Knox is a hardworking interdisciplinary artist with strong roots in Detroit from the Southwest side. He produces a sound of electronic, indigenous, ghettophile, afro-latinx, hip hop, soul, rhythm & blues.

Knoxx versatile background with different forms of music, allows him to blend traditional and contemporary styles creating dynamic storytelling experiences with live music performances, dancing, + video projections that take audiences on a participatory journey and a creative experience.

Knoxx work is about sharing interactive music performances, blending captured moments in life + creative imagery through large projection motion graphics. Building from raw experience and grit his works send vibrations to help assemble the worlds we want to live in.
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MALAHNI NGALLE

Malahni Ngalle (also known as Halfricenne) is a professional Afro dancer who began her Afro dance journey by performing at Spartan Remix in 2016. While at Michigan State, she completed her Honor's Thesis titled Black Feminism in Afro Dance, where she examined black women’s role in the Afro dance industry. She participated in every Spartan Remix since then 2016 and recently graduated this past May with a Bachelor of Arts in International Relations. She continues to represent both her African (Cameroonian) and African American heritage through social media content and performances, in addition to teaching Afro dance and Afro-fusion classes.
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JAHZ WATTS

Jahz Watts is a Senior at MSU, majoring in Media and Information. Along with him being an emerging R&B singer, he is also a Wide Receiver on the MSU Football Team. He has used his passion for music and sports as a way to express himself in various ways. Jahz is excited to perform music from his new album, “Turning Point,” with his Spartan family here at the Spartan Remix 2020.
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Performances

CTRL+A
CTRL+A acts as an entity that celebrates diversity and expresses the Asian Pacific Islander American experience through dance performances, while advocating for APIA culture and representation at Michigan State University. CTRL+A aspires to provide members and supporters of the APIA community with a space in which they should have the freedom to express themselves and advocate for the community.
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CJ THE GIFTED
CJ THE GIFTED is a Flint, MI native, home of the Flintstones. Aside from the great athletes that Flint is known to produce, the city has also bred some of the best musicians in the world.

Born into a musical family, CJ has made his way into some of the largest productions in Mid Michigan; including deejaying across the college campuses of Michigan State University and Central Michigan University to name a few. He has also been invited to grace the stages of Common Ground Music Festival, to the legendary stage at Webster Hall in New York City, even DJing for the The #1 Motivational Speaker in the world, Eric Thomas. In addition, CJ has led the Urban Radio Market during his nightly radio show inside of the Capital City’s (Lansing, MI) station, WQHN Power 96.5FM known as “#1 for Hip-Hop and R&B”.

CJ has always had an ear for music and a passion for entertaining. When he is behind the wheels of steel ready to rock the mic, CJ is known to bring the energy to an all time high while delivering a good time and Good Vibes Only.
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WHAT DOES “ENVISION 2020: THE FUTURE WE CREATE” MEAN TO YOU?

This year’s theme, “Envision 2020,” is a theme that, at its core, is inspired by the perception of 2020 as the year of radical change. Spartan Remix 2020 aims to demonstrate that although we come from various backgrounds, together, we can form a picture of unity.

Overall, the theme can hold different meanings to different people, so we’d like to ask you to think of what Envision 2020 means to you.

CONTEST DETAILS:

- Must be an MSU student.
- Must portray what Envision 2020 means in a form of creativity.
- Must tag @msuremix and have account on public so the post can be viewed.
- Must be appropriate.
- Can have up to (but no more than) 5 people in one submission.
- The first 25 students to enter and meet the guidelines will receive an MSU Remix Hoodie!